2019 -2020 Booklist  
Grade 13  

ACCOUNTING  

BIOLOGY  
Jones, Ramesar et al. (2011) Biology Unit 1 & Biology Unit 2 for CAPE Examinations. Cambridge. (Study guide)  
Folder (transparent front) with three prong fasteners  

BUILDING and ENGINEERING DRAWING  
K. Morling. Geometrical and Engineering Drawing. Elsevier Limited. (From previous grade)  
E. Jackson. Advanced Level Technical Drawing. Third Edition (Contact subject teacher to secure copy).  

CARIBBEAN STUDIES  
Reference text (Optional):  
CHEMISTRY


Lab Coat and safety goggles (Available at school)

Folder (transparent front) with three prong fasteners

DIGITAL MEDIA

Samuels, Andrew. A study Guide and Distance Learning Education Manual for CXC Digital Media Unit 2. (To be purchased)

ECONOMICS

Caribbean Examinations Council CAPE Economics Unit 2: For Self-Study and Distance Learning. Oxford University Press. (To be purchased)

ENTREPRENEURSHIP


ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE


FOOD AND NUTRITION

Anita Tull and Antonia Coward. Food and Nutrition for CSEC. 2nd Edition (From previous year)

Patricia Thompson. Integrated Food and Nutrition Sciences Book1


Recipe books containing recipes from different Caribbean countries

FRENCH

Literature


Sartre, Jean-Paul (1948). Les Mains Sales. Paris : Gallimard. (To be purchased)

Language


**GEOGRAPHY**

ALL STUDENTS ARE ASKED TO ACQUIRE TWO TEXTBOOKS, BOOKS NUMBER 1 AND ANY OTHER

1. Caribbean Examination Council *Geography Unit 2: For Self-Study and Distance Learning* Caribbean Examination Council

   CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING


**HISTORY**


**LAW UNIT 2**

Bailey, Veronica. *CAPE LAW: Text and Cases- Contract Law, Tort law and Real Property*. Author House Publishers

**LITERATURES IN ENGLISH UNIT 1**


Shakespeare, William. *Richard II*

Owen, Wilfred. *Selected Poems*

Ramsay, Paulette. *Aunt Jen* Pearson Publishers

Doctorow, E. L. *Ragtime*

**MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS**


**PHYSICS**


**PURE MATHEMATICS**

Bahall, Dipchand *Pure Mathematics Unit 2 for CAPE Examinations*, Macmillan
SOCIOLOGY


OR


SPANISH

Language


Literature


TOURISM


N.B: CXC CAPE Syllabi are available online at www.cxc.org